Requirements for the Intellectual Property Concentration (applicable to students who are subject to the experiential requirement only)

Faculty advisors:

Professor Will Hubbard (x4553, rm. 508) whubbard@ubalt.edu
Professor Max Oppenheimer (x5127, rm. 1114) moppenheimer@ubalt.edu

1. Choose at least two of the following:
   □ Copyright and the Arts
   □ Patent Law
   □ Trademark Law

2. Choose three of the following, one of which must satisfy the scholarly writing requirement:*
   □ Advanced Legal Research involving an intellectual property law topic that is approved by Intellectual Property Concentration advisors (scholarly writing)
   □ Any of the offerings titled IP Current Developments
   □ International Intellectual Property
   □ Law and Biotechnology
   □ Intellectual Property Survey
   □ Media Law Seminar (scholarly writing)
   □ Patents, Trademark and Copyright Law Seminar (scholarly writing)
   □ Entertainment Law Workshop
   □ Patent Litigation Workshop
   □ Cyberspace Law Seminar (scholarly writing).

* If a student takes all three courses in category 1, only two courses need to be taken in category 2, one of which must satisfy the scholarly writing requirement.

3. Choose one of the following experiential courses or moot court teams:
   □ Attorney Practice Externship involving intellectual property law that is approved by the Director of the Attorney Practice Externship in consultation with Intellectual Property Concentration advisors
   □ Saul Lefkowitz Brand Names Foundation Moot Court Team
   □ Entertainment Law Workshop
   □ Patent Litigation Workshop

**NOTE:** A particular course cannot be counted for purposes of both categories 2 and 3.

While not part of the concentration requirements, the following courses are recommended for students wanting to specialize in Intellectual Property:

□ Antitrust Law
□ Communications Law
□ Opportunity Analysis
□ Sports Law